Industrial
Case Study

Triumph
Temporary Storage Building
REQUIREMENT

Who: Triumph Designs

Hinkley based motorbike manufacturer, Triumph

Where: Hinkley, Leicestershire
Size: 30m x 10m on a 4m eave
Use: Secure storage of motorbikes
Special Features: Manual roller
shutter door and LED lighting

Designs, is something of a design icon in the world of
motorbike enthusiasts. So, the preparation of the bikes
for sale, following manufacture is something they
take very seriously. But when on-site storage space
became an issue, offering secure, weather proofed
storage for machines coming off the production line,
the manufacturer turned to Spaciotempo to provide
them with a simple but very effective temporary
building solution for their problem.
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Dan Barker, Area Sales Manager
at Spaciotempo takes up the story,
“Spaciotempo installed a 30m by 10m
temporary structure for Triumph in
close proximity to their manufacturing
area - the temporary storage structure
offers them a number of benefits. Not

only does it provide secure storage
for the bikes, post-manufacture, but
it also saves them time and resource.
The bikes are able to go straight from
the production line into the temporary
storage structure – ready for transport
elsewhere. No time is wasted having to
dry off or valet bikes which have been
stored outside. And this all saves the
customer money. It’s a very simple but
very effective solution.”
“Many Spaciotempo customers
approach us with similar problems,
where a straightforward temporary

building, on an unused area of their
site, can deliver real cost saving,
for a relatively small initial outlay.
Sometimes the customer chooses to
purchase the temporary structure,
when they know that their requirement
is long term. In other cases, it might
be a short term hire, or when the need
is longer term but the customer still
wants the additional flexibility of a hire
contract, long-term hire is a great
option.”

SPECIFICATIONS:
›› 10m by 30m on a 4m eave (total area of 300sqm) with a ridge
height of 5.768m.

›› Walling: Light grey steel reinforced extruded profile in hard
UPVC.

›› Frame: Hard pressed, 4 groove aluminium box profile – snow
and wind loading BS6399, equivalent to permanent buildings.

›› Doors: 2 single personnel exit doors and 1 manually operated
roller shutter doors.

›› Roof: White PVC coasted polyester fabric flame retardant to
BS7837; thermo roof and gables.

›› Lights: 10 LED lights.

›› Guttering: 60m (30m to each side).

Spaciotempo is the UK’s leading expert in the design, manufacture, hire and sale
of temporary buildings to a broad range of sectors.

For advice and an immediate quote: 01889 569569

sales@spaciotempo.co.uk | www.spaciotempo.co.uk
Spaciotempo UK is a trading division of GL events UK Ltd.
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Motorbike manufacturing icon,
Triumph Designs came to
Spaciotempo to provide them with
much needed temporary storage
space for their bikes following
manufacture.

